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              Git Workflow Discipline

            2021-09-17
Free book to help professionals approach Git in a disciplined manner.



            Read it

          
          Latest Music Release
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              Shinbones Man - volcanoeffort

            2023-12-31
Ryan challenged me to make an EP on a broken Volca Sample that he gave me…. So I did!



            Hear it

          
          Latest Music Sketch
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              Shinbones Man - Ray Man Dinner (with video)

            2024-03-12
I built a FuzzDog SpectreVerb pedal, which I completed this morning. I modified it with the “dwell” mod which allows it to go into self-oscillation. I did this little track with a Behringer TD-3-MO, a Behringer RD-6, and this pedal I’ve built :-) Also using an analog mixer this time, which is nice for the NIM-style parts of this piece.
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              C64 Mini Repair - bodging a Raspberry Pi into the case (with video)

            2024-03-31
I bought a broken C64 mini from eBay, hoping for an easy fix. It was described as not powering up.  After many hours gazing through my microscope looking for shorts, my kids suggested I “put something else” in there… So I found a Raspberry Pi 3 that I thought was busted but actually turned out to work fine when I gave it enough amps, and installed RetroPie on there…
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          Latest Game/Project
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              Korg Volca sample pack from my synths

            2024-01-01
Having released the “volcanoeffort” EP, made entirely on a Volca gen 1 with stock samples, I decided to load my own samples on to the machine..
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              Linux command of the day, 2 of 31 - lsof

            2020-08-01
I’m looking briefly at a Linux command every day for a month. Today: lsof
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